
Experiment 8 
 

Physics 2120 
Microscopes & Telescopes 

 
Simple Magnifier 

Get the 252 mm Convex Lens from the accessory case, put the lens above an 

object (like some writing or a picture) on the table in front of you. You are going to set up 

the following object/lens/eye positions. 

(i) Lens 2 cm above object, eye right at the lens. 

(ii) Lens 2 cm above object, eye a foot (30 cm) or more away from lens. 

(iii) Lens about 20 cm from object, eye right at lens. 

(iv) Lens about 20 cm from object, eye a foot back. 

(v) Lens 50 cm from object, eye right at lens. 

(vi) Lens 50 cm from object, eye a meter or more back. 

For each configuration, answer the following questions:     

(a) Was the image clear?          

(b) Was the image upright or inverted?        

(c) Was the image magnified? 

Of all the cases, only one should have resulted in a clear real image, which one? 

Go back to the case that gave you the most magnification. Adjust the lens position 

to get as much magnification as you can. Estimate how much magnification you saw. 

m is the angular magnification, this measures how much bigger the image looks 

than the object, unlike the linear magnification M which measures only the relative sizes 

of object and image without taking into account viewing distance. The textbook formula, 

: m  =  1 +  (25 cm)/f   assumes that the direct object viewing is from 25 cm (the near 

point) while the image is viewed from 25 cm (the near point, to get maximum magnifica-

tion).  

Compare your estimate to the textbook formula   

Give at least three reasons why your estimate would be different than the formula value. 

Describe which, if any, aberrations you see in your magnified image (see the 

appendix of this lab for information about aberrations). 

 

 



Microscope 

On the Pasco optical bench, mount an object at one end of the optical bench, any 

object with lots of detail can be used (a dollar bill is good). You can use one of the 

magnetic slides to pin the bill to the holder, you probably will not need to illuminate the 

object. 

Put the 48 mm convex lens on a holder and place it about 6 cm (60 mm) from the 

object. The lens closest to the object in a microscope is called the objective lens, the 

second lens we will add later is called the eyepiece lens. Put your eye up close to the lens 

and look through it at the object, blurry! 

 

           

  --- 10 cm ----  ---------------- image distance ----------------------- 

 

Pull your head back (maybe way back) until you see a clear image. The lens is 

forming a real image, it was appearing blurry because you were intercepting the rays 

before they had converged to the image. When you first see the clear image, you are about 

10 cm (depending on your near point) away from the real image. 

Is the image upright or inverted? 

Enlarged or reduced? 

We haven't constructed a true microscope yet but we are getting real 

magnification. The image is M times larger than the object, so when viewing both from 

your near point distance, you could see more detail in the image. 

Put the 127 mm convex lens in a carrier and place it on the optical bench near 

where the real image was being formed, this will be the eyepiece lens. We want the real 

image to fall within a focal length of the new lens, this lens will act like a simple 

magnifier looking at the real image. Look through the eyepiece lens through the objective 

lens towards the object, if you don't see a clear image, adjust the position of the eyepiece 

lens. 

Is the image seen through this new lens upright or inverted? 

Real or virtual? 

Describe any aberrations you are seeing in the image. Again see the appendix 

section for information about aberrations. 

Calculate the magnification predicted by the textbook formula, m=(-L/fo)(25 

cm/fe) where L is the barrel length, distance between the lenses. Your microscope 

probably achieved less than this magnification for a variety of reasons. 

 



Telescope 

Get the 252 mm convex lens, the same one you used for the simple magnifier. Use 

one of the short optical benches for constructing your telescope, that way you can easily 

hold it up in the air to look through it (be careful not to swing it around or the lenses may 

fly off). Put the lens on a magnetic holder and put it atop the optical bench. This lens will 

be the objective lens of your telescope. Put the 48 mm convex lens on a holder, this will 

be the eyepiece lens of your telescope. Place the eyepiece lens about 300 mm from the 

objective lens. Put your eye right up to the eyepiece and look through both lenses towards 

a distant object. You may have to adjust the eyepiece a bit before you see a clear image. 

The eyepiece acts as a simple magnifier examining the real image formed by the 

objective lens.  

Is the final image upright or inverted? 

Real or virtual? 

Describe any aberrations you see in the image. 

What row of the "eye chart" can you read with your normal vision? What row can 

you read through your telescope? The 'row' is the number printed at the start of the line; 

for instance, the top row is 72. 

You can estimate the magnification you have achieved by dividing the row you 

could read with normal vision by the row you could read with the telescope. For example, 

60/20 = 3, a magnification of three. Estimate this magnification. 

The textbook formula for the magnification of a telescope is   

m  =  fo/fe.  

Calculate this value, how does it compare with your estimate from above? 

Based on this formula, how would you increase the magnification of your tele-

scope? 

 

Galilean Telescope 

The Galilean Telescope (also called Opera Glasses) is an ingenious design, it has 

a shorter barrel length and gives an upright final image. 

Use a converging lens (try fo = 48 mm) for the objective lens and a diverging lens 

(try fe = -22 mm) for the eyepiece, you want fo > |fe|. Place the eyepiece a distance 

approximately equal to  fo - |fe|  away from the objective.  

This means that the eyepiece will intercept the rays before they can meet at the 

real image location – this is the "virtual object" situation for the eyepiece lens. After 

passing through the diverging eyepiece, the rays will be either parallel or spreading apart 

slightly – easily viewed by someone looking through the eyepiece. 



Look through your Galilean Telescope, you may have to play with the lens 

positions before you see a clear image. The biggest problem with the Galilean design is 

that it results in a large "exit pupil", you will probably see only a very narrow magnified 

area when looking through the lenses. 

Describe any aberrations you are seeing in the image. 

What row of the eye chart can you read through this telescope? Estimate the 

magnification you have obtained. 

The magnification formula for this telescope is the same as for the standard 

design,  

m  =  fo/fe.  

Calculate this value, compare to your above estimate. 

 

 

Appendix:  Common Aberrations and Distortions 

 

When light predominately passes through either the top or bottom half of a lens, 

barrel and pincushion distortions can result, these look like this*: 

 

 
No distortion  Barrel distortion Pincushion distortion 

 

Spherical aberration can result in an image that appears focused at the center but 

blurry around the edges. Chromatic aberration can be identified when what should be 

black or white objects give images with red and blue edges (like a white circle appearing 

more like the Pepsi symbol). 

 

*www.astrosurf.com/luxorion/report-aberrations3.htm 


